Bearing ropes

Post anchoring scheme
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Component specification
№

Ring net

Steel rope

flexible anchor head

S-absorber

shackle

L=
wire-rope clips

3. Distance between posts from 8 to 12 m.
4. Distance between top or bottom and median ropes 1,2...1,5 m., distance between median ropes 1,5...2,0 m.
5. Distance between flood water level and bottom rope not less than 300 mm and not more than 600 mm. `

Ring net

Fastening of bearing rope from post to
ground anchor with usage of flexible anchor head
Median ropes

Description

Hinged post

C

1. The post is used for the width W0 > 16 meters. When 12<W0<16 meters - strengthen of top rope belt
needed.
2. Maximum span of the top support rope <=12 m. Rope sag below suspension points f=L/20.

Item

Bearing rope

Wire rope clip
Dead eye

20-

Shackle (bearing)
Shackle (connection)
Protective tubes of top rope

S-absorber

Ground anchors (type 1 and 2)
Tail rope L=1....1,5 m

ground anchor

Flexible anchor head

Mud-flow barrier
Territory protection
LLC Geo-barrier
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Layout of ring net panels and their types
Fixation of ring net panels to bearing ropes

Fixing of the support ropes to foundation block
protection of anchor
heads

top support rope

S-absorber

panel

panel
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panel

protection well
for flexible anchor heads

Top support ropes

border rope

ground
anchors

Median rope

panel

border rope

bottom support rope

foundation block

shackle

panel

panel

Barrier hinged post
Bearing ropes
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Connection of ring net panels
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Protection from abrasion of top rope with steel tubes "beads"
protective tubes

F
top ropes

bearing shackles

G

ring net

connection shackles

shackle
bottom rope
suport plate

Mud-flow barrier

